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Brief re-cap – 
where we have been 

• In the 1990s - Thames Water started seeking approval for a 
large reservoir on the Steventon - East Hanney - Drayton site  
– GARD was formed to oppose this .

• In 2010/2011 a Public Inquiry rejected, a proposal for a 100 
Million cu.metre (4 square mile area) reservoir. GARD, CPRE, 
local councils and the Environment Agency were all opposed.

• The Inspector ruled that Thames Water’s plans were:  not fit-
for-purpose; not compliant with the Regulator’s 
requirements. And they had not investigated viable 
alternatives to the reservoir; and failed to make essential 
environmental assessments.       

• Now, as part of TW’s 2019-24 Water Resources Management 
Plan (WRMP19) they once again have a huge reservoir on 
their list of options. 



Brief re-cap – 
where we are now 

• Thames Water have now published (12th 
February) their draft 2019-24 Water Resources 
Management Plan (dWRMP19) 
 this plan is now out for Public consultation
 the consultation ends 29th April

• The bottom line us is that the huge reservoir in 
our area figures in ALL the versions of their plan  
it is sized at  150 Million cu.metres of water (50% 
larger than rejected last time) – and would be 
constructed in the 2030-45 time-frame.



Brief re-cap – 
why are we here again? 

• By law, Water Companies must publish and get 
government approval for regular  Five-year plans.

• New Government guidelines show that the 
companies must plan for a longer timescale – 
Thames have chosen an outline plan to mid-2080s 

• Main issues driving long-term plans
•  London’s population growth and 
• climate change require more water resources but 
• Solutions involving new huge capital assets, like a huge  

reservoir, give bigger tax and profit advantages to a 
company like Thames – and they can sell-on the water.



Outline of Thames Water’s plan.

Thames Water are predicting 
population growth  and climate change

 will lead to a shortfall of water (the majority  in London) of:
- about 400 Million litres per day by 2040;
- about  850 Million litres per day by 2080



Plan for 2019-24 focusses on leak fixing 
and efficiency improvements

• Thames Water have the worst leakage record of any water 
company – 670 Million litres per day lost - equivalent to 
more than 2 mega-reservoirs.

• OFWAT have now set some targets for Leakage Reduction, 
and TW have such lousy press on this - Thames are finally 
addressing leakage first (but not quickly or enough). 

• They plan to reduce leakage by 15% by 2025 – this gives 
them an extra 110 Million litres per day for customers.

• TW also aim to increase metered properties and encourage 
household efficiency measures. They plan for a reduction of 
about 15% (less in London!) per household by 2040. This 
gives another 100-110 Million litres per day for customers.



2024-2032: a new scheme – abstraction of 
water above Teddington Weir

Divert  and purify some of the Mogden 
effluent – send upstream by pipe-line

Extract more water from Thames for 
the London reservoirs

A scheme first suggested by GARD in 2008! (and opposed by Thames Water at the time)



After the early 2030s: Thames Water have 
several possible programmes

• To cope with their predicted water shortages post-2040, 
Thames have analysed several programmes.

• They have a
‘Least cost’ programme ; 
a ‘Least Environmental Impact’ programme;
a ‘Most able to cope with future challenges’ programme 
and, finally, a ‘Most sustainable Programme’.

• In all programmes, the reservoir appears, and, has only 
one size option – the 150 Million cubic metres version.



Thames Water long-term programmes:
logic for this is either opaque or dubious.

All programmes start with the Leakage improvement and the Teddington scheme up to 2030

Size of bubble indicates amount provided by source



What is wrong with Thames Water’s 
plan.

• They over-estimate the likely water shortages – the main way this is 
done is to overestimate the likely population growth of London.

• They don’t have an aggressive programme to fix leaks and economise 
on water use – they intend to do the minimum they can get away with.

• Their reasons for selecting their proposed programme are not 
transparent and are shrouded in secrecy.

• Their drought simulations are flawed.
• Their environmental assessments are biassed.



Over-estimating future water demand

The key here is to over-estimate the 
population growth – ignoring the official 

figures where possible.



Over-estimation of the problem:
population increase

Thames Water predict an increasing water shortage driven mainly by 
population increase – and mainly in London.

But what’s this sudden population ‘bulge’ at 2040? Thames very 
reluctant to answer properly



Over-estimation of the problem:
it’s the method adopted by Thames Water’s consultants 

Thames figures after 2040 overshoot official trends by nearly 2.5 Million 
people by 2100  2.5 Million people   300 Million litres of water daily

  1 Abingdon reservoir !!  

Total relative 
population increase for 

London – Thames 
Water

Detailed official figures end 2040

 OFFICIAL relative 
population increase for 

whole of UK

Difference between 
Thames and official 
figures – about 300 

Million litres per day – 
more than 1 reservoir! 



Very poor targets for leakage fixing and 
water efficiency 

• Thames Water have the worst leakage record of all water companies – 
they were even fined £8.5M by OFWAT for missing targets.

• They propose to reduce leakage by 15% - this is the minimum 
demanded by OFWAT.

• Even with this reduction they will still be the worst performing water 
company!

• If the TW leakage per property was as good as that of the industry 
leaders (eg. Southern Water or Anglian Water) - they could save about 
260 Million litres per day (not the 110 Million promised) – this is 90% 
of what the reservoir would supply.



Thames Water have a very unambitious  
water efficiency programme

As Thames Water admit – Household metering of water consumption is key to driving 
forward reduced water consumption – yet TW’s meter installation plan is still too little too 
late



Thames Water lag behind in efficiency

10 Million people – excess 
consumption about 280 Million 

litres per day

Southern 
Water’s target 

2020 2040 2060 2080

Difference in targets – for 10 Million people – 
280 Million litres per day – 1 reservoir!

Southern Water already have 88% of households metered 
– Thames Water only target 75% by 2035! And then??



Biassed, inconsistent and non-transparent 
reasons for picking the proposed programme.

• Environmental Assessments  give dubious ‘negative and positive 
numerical values’ to factors which cause harm, and to supposed 
benefits. Harmful consequences which will happen are balanced by 
benefits which might occur. Thus the 10 year disruption and nuisance in 
reservoir construction is ‘balanced’ against having a new boating lake, 
or a visitors’ centre.. 

• Costs are hidden in the plan .Thames hide behind ‘commercial 
confidentiality’.  Stakeholders will be allowed to view ‘further 
information’ – but only at Thames Water’s HQ, and only if we agree not 
to copy. The public simply cannot assess the least cost programme.

• Information which was not considered secret in the 2014 plan is now 
covered by secrecy clauses.



Inconsistent choices in picking sources which 
will be resilient against climate change/drought

Just what is the 
difference?

No one can explain 
in clear terms which 
one can understand

The Reservoir is not 
‘sustainable’ – it is climate-
change dependent and not 

resilient to drought

Apparently De-salination 
(not climate-change 

dependent) – suddenly 
becomes ‘non-

sustainable’

?

The River Severn Transfer can 
supply more than is shown!



Lack of transparency in the plan

Costs are not presented in the plan in a 
meaningful way.
Thames hide behind ‘commercial 
confidentiality’.
GARD, and some others will be allowed 
to view ‘further information’ – but only 
at Thames Water’s HQ, and only if we 
agree not to photocopy.
Members of the public simply cannot 
assess the least cost programme.

Environmental Assessments  give 
dubious ‘negative and positive 
numerical values’ to factors which 
cause harm, and to supposed 
benefits.
Thus the 10 year disruption and 
nuisance in reservoir construction is 
‘balanced’ against having a new 
boating lake. 



Planning for droughts   
• In addition to coping with ‘normal’ predicted climate 

changes (drier summers, wetter winters, lower annual 
rainfall) the Government is asking Water Companies to 
 plan for more severe droughts

• Future water-supplies  must provide more certainty  
that they  could withstand longer or deeper droughts
Thames claim that the huge reservoir would be one 
solution -  but GARD’s research shows that a reservoir 
is not proof against long droughts.

• In particular, the storage in a reservoir relies on top-up 
in winter – a succession of dry winters (as happened in 
2011 and 2012) does not allow this.



GARD’s proposals for solving the Water 
Shortage Problems 

- Clearly we will have to both economise 
on use of water, and stop wasting it

and
provide for ‘new’ water resources.



Locally – Swindon and Oxfordshire 
(SWOX) zone

• The SWOX zone deficit (even on Thames Water’s excessive 
population figures) is only 35 Million litres per day by 2080 
(only 5% of the London problem).

• This shortage could easily be met by:
-  Leakage reduction;
- water efficiency; plus 
- (say) the proposal from RWE (owners of Didcot PS) to purify 
site water and re-supply to the Thames (upstream of 
Farmoor) – the scheme could supply 40 Million litres per day.

• There are other re-use schemes such as  GARD’s proposal - 
using existing treated water pumped upstream to resupply 
the Thames above Farmoor).

• Oxfordshire does not need the reservoir.



GARD composite programme:
one of many – all sources independent of climate -change

Deficit 830 
Ml/day

200 Ml/day – Fixing leaks – 2/3 of the difference 
between Southern Water and Thames

200 Ml/day – Water efficiency  – 30 litres/day 
reduction for 6.5M properties – still less 
ambitious than Southern Water’s 2040 target.

270 Ml/day – Teddington DRA scheme

300 Ml/day – by one of:
- Transfer from River Severn; or
   De-salination ; or
   London (Beckton)  Re-use
   scheme

Nearly 20% more water than 
needed



GARD’s view

• There are very many solutions to the water shortage which 
don’t require a reservoir. 

• This is even more true if the Population growth turns out to 
be over-done. If the official predictions are correct, the 
deficit is only around 550 Million litres per day by 2080. This 
could be met by smaller schemes for  Water-transfer, De-
salination or Water re-use.

• Any solution has to be completely robust against drought 
and climate change: thus we can only consider
 Leakage fixes, Water efficiency, Water re-use, De-salination 
and bringing water into the Thames area from wet areas (eg. 

Severn headwaters in N Wales). 



So what is wrong with GARD’s solutions 
as far as Thames Water are concerned?

• GARD’s solutions do not:
• give Thames Water a massive capital asset that they can use 

to increase charges to customers (OFWAT’s formula still 
includes charging extra for extra capital assets – clearly a 
£1.5 Billion reservoir will give more leverage here than a 
£300M desalination plant);

• give Thames Water a large capital debt that they can offset 
against paying Corporation Tax (Thames Water paid virtually 
no Corporation Tax for the last decade)

•  give Thames Water a massive storage source from which 
they can sell-on to other South-East water companies later  
– Thames Water’s plan foresees selling 40% of the Abingdon 
water to other companies in the post-2060 period.



Drawbacks and dangers of the Huge 
Reservoir proposal 

 ‘Abingdon’ reservoir will be the second-largest 
reservoir in the UK, after Kielder in 

Northumberland – but Kielder is a conventional 
flooded-valley reservoir – this reservoir will be 

‘walled’ or ‘bunded’.



Current reservoir proposal:
150 Million Cubic metre size

Steventon
East Hanney New Housing 

Redirected 
Hanney Road

Drayton

New Housing



Comparing very large UK reservoirs
Rutland (125 M cu m); Kielder (190 M cu m)and Abingdon (150 M cu m)

Traditional – flooded and 
dammed river valley - 

reservoirs

‘Bunded’ or ‘walled’ reservoirs

Rutland Water 
(Anglian Water) 
is a shallow 
flooded valley 
reservoir

Kielder 
(Northumbria) 
is a deep 
flooded valley 
reservoir

‘Abingdon’ (TW) would be a bunded 
reservoir



Reservoir drawbacks and dangers
- construction

• Massive disruption to local environment/ traffic/ amenity 
during construction.
• 9 year construction period – noise, dust, pollution, night 

working on a 4 square mile area excavation, laying the 
reservoir- lining, building the banking

• A construction project way outside Thames Water’s 
experience – risks of delays along the way.

• Movement of over 1 million tons of material on/off site. 
• tunnel required under N Drayton – traffic dislocation 

- A34 closure for tunnel 
• Redirection of Hanney Road – long closure

• 2-3 years to fill reservoir (pumping up from Thames).



Reservoir drawbacks and dangers
-operation

• The reservoir covers flood-plain areas – increased 
flood risk in Hanney, Steventon and South Drayton 
unless very careful geo-engineering is done.
• Thames Water admitted at Steventon meeting (May) that 

they do not yet have a flood water solution.

• Massive visual impact. The reservoir  bunds (walls) 
will tower 25 metres (80 feet) above the fields. The 
whole view of the Vale will be dominated by this 
feature.
• The largest bunded reservoir in Northern Europe – 6 

times the area of the Queen Mother reservoir near 
Heathrow.



Reservoir drawbacks and dangers
-operation

• Water treatment plant operating constantly 
opposite N Drayton.

• Local climate change/insect nuisance in downwind 
areas.

• The reservoir only supplies water intermittently 
there are risks that there will be ‘Algal blooms’ on 
the surface - taking it out of service whilst the water 
quality is restored



GARD (and CPRE) oppose  
further housing development – 
how does housing compare to a reservoir?

• It is worth noting how much worse a reservoir is 
compared to housing, when considering  
construction, flooding and water table effects
• A reservoir is equivalent to a 9-10 year construction 

period for a 4 square mile town.
• A reservoir completely seals the subsoil, and over 1 

square mile of flood-plain – housing development cannot 
do that.

• The weight of water in a reservoir is 150 Million tonnes – 
this is the same as about 500,000 four bedroom detached 
houses, Building the reservoir will have a similar effect on 
the subsoil/water table as a city the size of Leeds.



Next Steps

Thames Water must submit their final plan for approval in 
Autumn 2018

In the first round
 the public must give their opinion by 29th April

then
  Environment Agency and OFWAT make their view on 

the changes needed.
then

Thames re-submit their revised plan to the Secretary of 
State by Autumn 2018.



In detail – GARD intends to:

• Expose the fallacies in the relative costings of the different 
projects.

• Criticise the dubious aspects of the Environmental Impact 
assessments of the various schemes.

• Lobby the Environment Agency and OFWAT about the 
most unacceptable parts of the plan. Convince the EA of 
our solution for Swindon and  Oxfordshire.

• Publicise the dangers in the plan to  local and national 
media.

• Convince Stakeholders that the reservoir is not resilient 
against climate change and drought – unlike re-use, 
desalination and water-transfer  options



Over the next few months
Councils and the public

• It is very important for members of the public to send in 
their objections – GARD can help – drop-in meeting 5th 
April – Steventon Village Hall.

• The Local Councils need to respond to the consultation 
independently of GARD for maximum effect.

• The Vale of the White Horse DC are opposed to the 
reservoir proposals. All local PCs remain opposed.
We believe there is now a case for increased co-
operation and lobbying from councils – (reform the 
‘Reservoir-affected parishes’ pre-2010 grouping?)

• We would still like new members. We need people to 
write to the papers, post on our Facebook page etc.



So… in summary

• The 2010 Public Inquiry examined the Reservoir issue at great length and 
public expense and rejected the reservoir.  Thames Water, without 
explanation, now wish to ignore the findings.

• The future shortage of water is greatly over-exaggerated

• More must be done to address Thames Water’s very poor leakage and 
efficiency record

• GARD studies show that the reservoir is not resilient to long droughts

• Our environmental assessment shows other solutions could have less 
impact and provide beneficial amenities

• Projected water shortfall can be solved by other, less risky, schemes 
avoiding:

• A massive 10 year disruption to central Oxfordshire

• Unknown effect on localised flooding due to removal of existing floodplain

• Unknown effect on water table

• This appears to be a scheme to reduce corporation tax and increase 
profits rather than focus on customer needs.



Technical Back-up/
Frequently Asked Questions



Thames Water aim to ‘sell-on’ the 
Abingdon Reservoir water post -2060. 

2100

Abingdon reservoir  
260 Million litres per day

 for London

Abingdon reservoir  
140 Million litres per day

 for London

New London supplies from Thames Water’s plan
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Post-2060: 40% of the Abingdon reservoir 
is being sold on to other water companies:

this is speculation at our expense         .

back



Drought frequency figures 
are questionable

1976

Eg.  Droughts are not more frequent 

back



Proposed Oxfordshire indirect recycling supply 
 using existing Treatment works and Farmoor

Use:
Oxford STW treated 
water (48 M l/day) 
currently put into 
Thames
plus
Abingdon STW treated 
water (11 M l/day) also 
currently put into 
Thames
And
Extract at Culham and 
send by pipeline to 
upstream of  Farmoor
 Enhances Farmoor’s 
deployable output by 
40+ M l/day 
 

back



Bird watching opportunities??

The position of the RSPB in 2011 was ….

The RSPB does not currently support the development of this 
(Abingdon) reservoir. 

We believe alternative ways of meeting public water supply need 
must be fully explored first, including adopting the highest 
standards for sustainable water use in all new housing in the 
area intended to be served by this reservoir. 

We also believe Thames Water need to do more to tackle leakage, 
and explore ways of reducing demand for water through, for 
example, implementing ‘smart’ metering for homes to allow 
variable tariffs that can encourage efficient use   
 … there has been no published change in this position.

back



Thames Water poor leakage record 
- second worst company in 2016 

– managed to achieve last place in 2017

Anglian
(17% in 2016)

Southern
(15% in 2016)

25%

15%

Thames  - 26% in 2016 !!

Daily leakage of water put into the system 
as a percentage of total supply

back
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